
Instructions for Vehicle Use Agreement 

 

 

 

1. In order to use a college vehicle, the request below must be filled out 
completely with the approval signature and account number entered and 
submitted to the administrative assistant in reception.  
 

2. The administrative assistant in reception will then ensure that all information 
is complete; if form is not complete it will be returned for completion.   No 
vehicle will be reserved until the form is complete. 
 

3. The administrative assistant in reception will provide the completed and 
approved vehicle form to maintenance to reserve the vehicle and a copy to 
the requestor. 
 

4. Maintenance will place a copy of the approved form in the vehicle for use in 
filling gas tank and will provide accounts payable a copy for tracking and 
charging gas purchases.  Please leave form in vehicle. 
 

5. If party utilizing vehicle needs to purchase gas with his or her personal 
funds, a requisition must be processed with a copy of use agreement attached 
in order to receive reimbursement. 
  

  



Vehicle use Agreement 
Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwa Community College 

Department:  

Person Requesting:  

Fund Code/Grant # to charge use to: 

Type of vehicle requested:  

Destination: 

Vehicle will picked by: 

 Name     Date Time 

Vehicle will returned by: 

  Name   Time 

Number of passengers: 

                  Date  

Estimated Miles: 

*If not all the information is complete you will not receive the vehicle until all the information is
completed. 

* You must give at minimum one full business day notice for request of a vehicle. Please keep in
mind any short notices may result in no vehicle, so it is better to get your request in early. 

* Once you have turned in your paperwork you will need to wait for a copy of the paperwork.

* Maintenance will place a copy of the paperwork in the vehicle for tracking gas purchases;
please leave the form in the vehicle when you drop it off. 

X
Supervisor

X
Requester
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